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DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 1 | SEO SEOUL, STH KOREA
Seo Seoul or Nam Seoul (Little Seoul) is well known as the
number one course in Seoul, South Korea. Played as part of
the Korean Tour roster each year, this course is a mountainous
challenge that only the best of golfers will master with
undulating greens and rolling fairways lined by internal OOB’s,
dramatic height changes, and many featured water hazards.

Montvert (Green Mountain) is a beautiful course situated on
the border of North and South Korea. Played annually during
the Samsung Tournament on the Korean Tour, this course rivals

DIFFICULTY: 5/10 | FUN: 8/10

many with its beautiful challenges and rolling hills.

COURSE 3 | SILK RIVER GC, STH KOREA
Silk River Korea is a beautiful and challenging rocky layout that
will test your driving skills.
Played by golf enthusiasts and tourists to Korea and
considered one of the best “mountain” courses in the country.
This course is an X-Golf peach and we highly recommend
a game.
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DIFFICULTY: 6/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 2 | MONTVERT GC, STH KOREA

DIFFICULTY: 5/10 | FUN: 7/10

COURSE 4 | TONG DO, STH KOREA
Tong Do is one of the more scenic and beautiful mountain
courses in South Korea, with amazing water features and
traditional Korean foliage and rock gardens, this course will
have you enjoying your game whether or not you shoot the
lights out.

Ora CC is home to some of the biggest money games in South
Korea. Many Korean holiday makers have landed here for time
off with reported money games of up to $10,000 US per hole
happening around this exciting and very “gettable course”.

DIFFICULTY: 4/10 | FUN: 9/10

Go low and take home the cash at Ora CC.

COURSE 6 | MAUNA OCEAN GC, STH KOREA
Want to go low in Korea? Mouna Ocean is one of the easier
golf courses to make birdies and eagles on the X-Golf Course
Menu.
Reachable Par 5’s and short par 4’s will keep the birdies
flowing for any good ball striker.
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DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 5 | ORA COUNTRY CLUB, STH KOREA

DIFFICULTY: 6/10 | FUN: 10/10

COURSE 7 | PRISTINE VALLEY, STH KOREA
Pristine Valley GC is situated on a series of lakes and rivers that
will take your breath away as you play throughout the fine
mountains of South Korea. Known for the risk reward scenarios
over water hazards. Take on the challenge and risk it all at
Pristine Valley.

Hwa San Golf is one of the lesser known courses on the
X-Golf course menu but well worth a game. Short par 4’s and
reachable par 5’s combined with some difficult up

DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 7/10

and down hill holes makes for a great golf experience.

COURSE 9 | MUJU GC, STH KOREA
Muju is Korea’s highest altitude golf course. Normally a ski resort
and home to some great ski runs in winter, incredible views
and extreme hillside golf means that you will hit some of the
longest drives possible ad have some of the biggest breaking
putts you have ever seen. Test yourself around the difficult and
scenic Muju GC.
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DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 8 | HWA SAN GC, STH KOREA
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PEBBLE BEACH GOLF LINKS | USA
Home of the 1972 (Jack Nicklaus), 1982 (Tom Watson), 1992 (Tom Kite), 2000 (Tiger Woods), and
2010 (Graeme McDowell) US Open Championships, this historic and amazing golf course has been
home to much drama over the years; Not only in the US Open but in the annual AT and T Pro Am
that is regularly played with a host of celebrities such as Bill Murray, Sean Connery, and Steph Curry
all teeing it up for the test with the professionals.
Known for its amazing views and strict test of driving accuracy, Pebble Beach was taken apart by
Tiger Woods in 2000 when he won the Us Open by 13 strokes over Ernie Els and the rest of the field.
DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 8/10

What a course, what a place, don’t miss out on playing Pebble Beach at X-Golf.

BETHPAGE BLACK GOLF CLUB | USA
Home of the 2009 US Open and an infamously difficult golf course, Bethpage Black is the historic
public course venue where Tiger Woods went toe to toe with Phil Mickelson and came away
victorious again. Originally designed as a public course, this venue allows for the local New York
public to watch the best of the best take on the course they know so well. Lines can be up to 4
hours long to play this course on a summers weekend.
If you love a challenge then tee it up from the back tees at Bethpage and do your best to break
par around this amazing major venue.
DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 9/10
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BAYHILL GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB | USA
Home of the Arnold Palmer Invitational, the Bay Hill Golf and Country Club resort has seen some of
the world’s best golf over the past 20 years. Recent incredible performances include Tiger Woods
winning 4 years in a row from 2000 to 2003 and Australian’s Jason Day and Marc Leishman winning
one of the US Tour’s most coveted trophies.
Dog leg par 4’s and 5’s over water and narrow fairways will demand accuracy and length as you
tee it up like the tour pro’s and see if you can post a score at “Arnies Place”.
DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 9/10

MOONLIGHT CC NOVELTY COURSE
Ever wanted to play a round of golf with your kids and enjoy the challenge as much as they do?
Moonlight CC offers that opportunity as you battle your way through a fantasy 18 made up from
explosive obstacles and creative problem solving mini golf adventures to inspire and test your
ability to think outside the square.

DIFFICULTY: 1/10 | FUN: 10/10
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DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 7/10

COURSE 10 | SKY 72 HANUL, STH KOREA
Sky 72 Hanul is a course that offers a low score to the straight
hitter and brave driver of the ball. Tight fairways and water
hazards will make sure that errant shots are penalised and the
wild golfer has a tough day. Situated at Incheon International
Airport, anyone can play and stay. Keep it straight and enjoy
the scenery.

Boasting one of the finest training facilities in Sth Korea, Jisan
Golf will delight with its scenery and fantastic condition, and
then crush your soul with its challenging slopes and large
water hazards.
Enjoy the challenge and play where Korea’s best talent plays,

DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 9/10

at Jisan GC

COURSE 12 | PINE BEACH, STH KOREA
Pine Beach is Korea’s equivalent of Pebble Beach in
the USA. Winding fairways hug the coastline and offer a Tiger
line or a safe shot every time you tee up the ball. Coastal golf
at its best and heaps of fun to play as a group, Pine Beach is a
must visit and a must play for the golfing lion heart.
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DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 11 | JISAN GOLF, STH KOREA

DIFFICULTY: 10/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 13 | ASIANA GC, STH KOREA
Asiana Golf Club can cause nightmares ! A beautiful and
scenic layout, the Korean PGA Tour plays annually at this
course and scores are often very high. Sloping greens and
undulating fairways will have you thinking that you are playing
on ski slopes as you bend in putts, drive the ball a mile down
hills, and climb back up with long irons. Take this course on at
your own peril.

Anegasaki East is one of Japan’s best destinations for golf.
Tight fairways, fast greens, and rolling hills will test out even the
best of players as they play from blind tee shots, winding par

DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 8/10

5’s, and reachable par 4’s to test your will power.

COURSE 15 | ANEGASAKI WEST, JAPAN
Anegasaki West is as hilly as its sister course over East, but will
offer some more fun and games with water coming into play
a little more and the fairways opening up for the bigger hitter
in the group. Don’t get caught out trying to take on too many
corners as the holes here can tempt even the best player into
making a mistake.
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DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 7/10

COURSE 14 | ANEGASAKI EAST, JAPAN

DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 16 | INTERBURGO GOLF, STH KOREA
Interburgo GC is a challenging and at times extremely long
layout boating a PAR 6 of all things. Can you make it home in
three and putt for an eagle 4 on the 755m par 5?
Enjoy the challenge and the fun at Interburgo.

J Golf Kasumiguara will delight the golfing purist that seeks
a challenge. Fast greens, tight fairways, and great strategic
design means that the thinking golfer will get rewarded for
good play. Stay clear of the many bunkers and water
hazards here and a good score will come your way. One of

DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 7/10

Japan’s best.

COURSE 18 | SKY 72 OCEAN, KOREA
The Sky 72 Hanul sister course is an easier and user friendly
version of the Sky 72 landscape. Situated near the airport
means flat lies and open fairways, but plenty of water will test
even the best driver of the ball. Low scores await at Sky 72
Ocean for those with an accurate game.
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DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 17 | J GOLF KASUMIGUARA, JAPAN

DIFFICULTY: 6/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 19 | SUNHILLS, JAPAN
Sunhills is one of Japan’s prettiest resort courses. Beautifully
placed on the hill tops, this course will delight players with
magnificent views and challenging curves. Walking this one
could be tough so enjoy the comfort of the lounge at X-Golf
as you take on the uphill, downhill, and side hill of Sunhills.and
side hill of Sunhills.

Lakewood golf is one of Japan’s more exclusive and hard to
reach golf destinations. Playing this course is a treat to say
the least and the layout will impress. Driving is key and players
often talk about the easy on the eye tee shots that come at
you time and again.

DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 8/10

Enjoy the ride and the carry on 18 at Lakewood

COURSE 21 | METROPOLITAN GOLF, AUS
Metropolitan Golf Club has been home to the World
Matchplay Championships and also many Australian Opens
over the years. One of the best layouts in the game, this course
will keep you thinking while you enjoy the picturesque bunkers
and greens of Melbourne’s sand belt.
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DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 20 | LAKEWOOD GOLF, JAPAN

DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 22 | HARBOURTOWN GOLF, USA
Harbourtown Golf Links is a regular stop on the PGA Tour and
offers some of the tightest tee shots in golf. Precision will be
required and some good shot shaping with your irons to master
this links and take home the prize. A must play from the Tour
at X-Golf.

Long Bien Golf Club in Vietnam is one of the toughest courses
available in the country. Tight fairways and large white bunkers
make the course feel tight so good driving will be key. Place
your ball as well as you can and be brave with your iron shots

DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 7/10

for best results at Long Bien Vietnam.

COURSE 24 | EVIAN GOLF, FRANCE
Fancy a European vacation? Well make the trip to France
and enjoy Evian Golf from the comfort of your X-Golf sim. A
beautifully rolling layout with a lot f opportunity, rewarding the
brave and the straight hitter, Evian will delight.
C’est Bon!
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DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 7/10

COURSE 23 | BIEN GOLF, VIETNAM

DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 25 | CALIFORNIA GOLF, USA
X-Golf’ is venturing to Pebble Beach California, but with a twist
or two along the way. Enjoy a stroll around a tough golf course
with plenty of birdie opportunities early at California Golf.

X-Golf’s mystery course has been compared to one of the
most famous in the world but we will let you decide if you will
need to pray around Amen corner or just enjoy the scenery

DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 9/10

at Ostine.

COURSE 27 | GEORGIA GOLF CLUB, USA
X-Golf heads to the southern states here with a winding trip
around a challenging 18.
Bridges, creeks, corners, and lakes all wait for the unsuspecting
and stray golfer at Georgia GC.
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DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 26 | OSTINE GOLF, USA

DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 10/10

COURSE 28 | COUER D’ALENE, USA
Cou’er D’Alene is famous for its floating pontoon 14th green
that will play anywhere from a small wedge to a solid 3 wood
into the wind. A brilliant and beautiful lay out this course is
great for a few quick holes or a testing 18 with some
serious golfers.

Innisbrook GC Florida, is one of the most testing and difficult
from the tee that you will find. Straight shots will be rewarded
but a loose tee shot will result in a high score and often a lost
ball. Drive the ball well or score high around the Copperhead

DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 9/10

course at Innisbrook.

COURSE 30 | THE LINKS AT SPANISH BAY, USA
Part of the Pebble Beach Golf Links estate, this twisting and
turning piece of seaside artwork is a bucket list course and
worth the price of admission. Enjoy the scenery and the
challenge at The Links at Spanish Bay.
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DIFFICULTY: 10/10 | FUN: 7/10

COURSE 29 | INNISBROOK, USA

DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 31 | SPYGLASS HILL GC, USA
Part of the Pebble Beach Golf Links estate, this highly ranked
gem is an all-time favourite of many of the world’s top golfers
and celebrities. Part of the famous ninety mile drive, this course
is pacific beauty. A must play at X-Golf.
Celebrities and professionals play the AT&T Pebble Beach Pro
Am here to start the tour season off in California.

PGA National is the Jack Nicklaus design that is also known
as the home of “the bear trap” as its finish. Played early in the
PGA Tour season at The Honda Classic, this course will have
you grinding your way home over water and across dog legs

DIFFICULTY: 6/10 | FUN: 9/10

to find the club house alive. A must play at X-Golf.

COURSE 33 | KAPALUA PLANTATION, USA
Kapalua Plantation is made famous by the duel that Tiger
Woods and Ernie Els had here on the 18th hole in the year
2000 where they traded eagles and birdies in a sudden death
playoff to top them all on the 650 yard 18th hole par 5. A fun
golf course with lots of opportunity to unload from the tee!ee!
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DIFFICULTY: 10/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 32 | PGA NATIONAL, USA

DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 7/10

COURSE 34 | DORAL TRUMP NATIONAL, USA
Trump National Doral is a favourite pit stop on the PGA Tour
where players take on “The Blue Monster” and often fail to
score low. Made famous by Craig Parry holing out a 6 iron to
win in the early 2000’s, Trump Doral is a great addition to your
list of must play courses.

East Lakes GC is a PGA Tour must play. Home to the PGA
FED EX Cup final tournament, it has history, excitement, and
challenges you with every hole throughout the famous 18.
Prepare for water carry’s and tough tee shots as you play your

DIFFICULTY: 5/10 | FUN: 8/10

way to the top of the tour at Eastlakes.

COURSE 36 | TURTLE BAY GC, USA
Turtle Bay in Hawaii is a majestic seaside frolic for golfers on
holidays that like to sip while they swing. Challenging par 4’s
over water and reachable par 5’s mean that birdies will roll
and the cocktails will flow around the picturesque 18.
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DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 35 | EASTLAKES, USA

DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 6/10

COURSE 37 | PRINCEVILLE GC, USA
Princeville is situated in Hawaii and is a tough seaside
challenge for golfers on holidays that like to test themselves in
the wind. Challenging par 4’s over water and strong par 5’s
mean that birdies will only be awarded to those that take on
the course and succeed with the long clubs.

Hazeltine Golf Club is an historic course that has been home to
PGA Tour, US Open, and Ryder Cup events over the ages. With
staggering length and amazing architecture hiding bunkers
and hazards that are well in play, you’ll need to think before

DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 9/10

you blast away at one of America’s most famous courses.

COURSE 39 | KAWANA HOTEL FUJI, JAPAN
Kawana Hotel is a well known holiday destination for the
Japanese and tourists that love golf, seafood, and epic
scenery. The course hugs the ocean and offers some amazing
views of the Pacific as it twists and turns at the base of an
extinct volcano.
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DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 38 | HAZELTINE GC, USA

DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 7/10

COURSE 40 | JAPAN GOLF CLUB, JAPAN
Japan Golf is revered as a course that not many can have
access to, and not many have mastered. Winding creeks and
deceptive dog legs define the ourse and make for interesting
decisions from the tee to avoid hazards and a high score.
Enjoy the challenge at Japan GC.

X-Golf’s version of mean 18, this course is made up of the
favorite 18 holes from all other courses on the X-Golf menu.
Challenge yourself as you journey around the world at X-Golf

DIFFICULTY: 10/10 | FUN: 6/10

Country Club.

COURSE 42 | OAKMONT GOLF CLUB, USA
Home of the record breaking 63 by Johnnie Miller in the 1973
US Open, Oakmont is as famous as it is infamous with the
“church pew” bunkers ready to catch the wayward drive,
and greens reportedly so fast that the golf ball can roll off the
green in many places at any stage in the summer. Good luck
to those who take this on from the Blue Tees at X-Golf.
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DIFFICULTY: 7/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 41 | X-GOLF COUNTRY CLUB

DIFFICULTY: 6/10 | FUN: 8/10

COURSE 43 | T-CLOUD GOLF, STH KOREA
T-Cloud is a more friendly version of the normally hilly Korean
Golf layouts. Defined more by its lakes and bunkers, the course
will lull you into a nice sense of ease and security before
challenging you over the final five holes of play.

DIFFICULTY: 11/10 | FUN: 10/10

COURSE 44 | PIRATES ISLAND
Difficult isn’t the word.

DIFFICULTY: 8/10 | FUN: 9/10

Not for the faint hearted.

COURSE 45 | KINGSTON HEATH, AUS
“The Heath” is arguably the best course in Australia and hosted
the Australian Masters, Australian Open, and World Cup of Golf
over the past 30 years. Hard and fast greens await and famous
sandbelt bunkers and tea tree will test you out at every turn.
An absolute gem.
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Royal Pines is the home of the 2015-2018 Australian PGA
Championship and many more professional events before it.
Recently redesigned by Graham Marsh, the course demands
strong and accurate tee shots followed by clever iron play to
stay beneath the hole on the harshly sloping greens.
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DIFFICULTY: 9/10 | FUN: 9/10

COURSE 46 | ROYAL PINES, AUS
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A N D

A C C UR A C Y

HOW FAR CAN I HIT A GOLF BALL AND HOW
ACCURATE ARE THE X-GOLF SIMULATORS?
In short – very accurate. High speed cameras and in line laser sensors measure multiple data points
and deliver the most accurate ball flight and shot distance in indoor golf. Please refer to the chart
below to show you what is possible at your swing speeds. X-Golf is tuned by golf professionals and
built for realistic play.

SWING SPEED VS LAUNCH ANGLE CHART | DRIVER
SWING SPEED
(MPH)

IDEAL
LAUNCH
ANGLE
(DEGREES)

IDEAL SPIN
RATE (MPH)

BALL SPEED
(MPH)

ESTIMATED
CARRY
DISTANCE
(METRES)

ESTIMATED
TOTAL
DISTANCE
(METRES SOFT
FWAY OR
GREEN)

40

18.5

3750

57.6

86.4

101.4

45

18

3700

64.8

97.2

112.2

50

17.5

3600

72

108

123

55

17

3500

79.2

118.8

133.8

60

16.5

3400

86.4

129.6

144.6

65

16

3300

93.6

140.4

155.4

70

15.5

3200

100.8

151.2

166.2

75

15

3100

108

162

177

80

14.5

3000

115.2

172.8

187.8

85

14

2900

122.4

183.6

198.6

90

13.5

2800

129.6

194.4

209.4

95

13

2700

136.8

205.2

220.2

100

12.5

2600

144

216

231

105

12

2500

151.2

226.8

241.8

110

11.5

2400

158.4

237.6

252.6

115

11

2300

165.6

248.4

263.4

120

10.5

2200

172.8

259.2

274.2

125

10

2100

180

270

285

130

9.5

2000

187.2

280.8

295.8

135

9

1900

194.4

291.6

306.6
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SWING SPEED VS LAUNCH ANGLE CHART | 6 IRON
SWING SPEED
(MPH)

IDEAL
LAUNCH
ANGLE
(DEGREES)

IDEAL SPIN
RATE (MPH)

BALL SPEED
(MPH)

ESTIMATED
CARRY
DISTANCE
(METRES)

ESTIMATED
TOTAL
DISTANCE
(METRES SOFT
FWAY OR
GREEN)

25

30

6700

32.5

48.75

58.75

30

29

6650

39

58.5

68.5

35

28

6550

45.5

68.25

78.25

40

27

6450

52

78

88

45

26

6350

58.5

87.75

97.75

50

25

6250

65

97.5

107.5

55

24

6150

71.5

107.25

117.25

60

23

6050

78

117

127

65

22

5950

84.5

126.75

136.75

70

21

5850

91

136.5

146.5

75

20

5750

97.5

146.25

156.25

80

19

5650

104

156

166

85

18

5550

110.5

165.75

175.75

90

17

5450

117

175.5

185.5

95

16

5350

123.5

185.25

195.25

100

15

5250

130

195

205

105

14

5150

136.5

204.75

214.75

110

13

5050

143

214.5

224.5
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